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ExamFlowTM
Optimize Your Patient Workflow and Actively Manage Your Telemedicine Resources

Managing the efficiency of telemedicine patient exams takes a lot of time to coordinate and can get overwhelming.
What if you could align all your resources to be ready for the next step in a patient’s examination process? ExamFlow
software allows you to visually manage and track patients so you can synchronize your telemedicine clinic workflow
and procedures.
ExamFlow uses proven management techniques drawn from Lean Six Sigma methods to help you eliminate bottleneck
delays and patient wait time by an average of 15%. You can make better use of your telemedicine resources using the
custom tailored program logic and conditional patient queuing features.

ExamFlow Will Help You Maximize Your Consulting Physicians’ Time and Productivity:

• Visually track and manage patient flow through single or multiple clinical sites.
• Identify specific bottlenecks in the process so you can make adjustments to
eliminate unnecessary patient wait times.

• Make optimal use of your resources and time so you can operate at your
fullest potential:

• Consultants can see exactly when patients are ready
• Decide concisely which patient you will see next
• Click the remote patient room icon for immediate connection,
no MCU’s, no bridge, not network scheduling required.

• Continuously improve workflow with real-time data analysis and reporting
functions that highlight strengths as well as areas for improvement.
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Who Benefits from ExamFlow?

• Patients will receive on-time appointments and less “waiting” around between steps.
• Telemedicine Coordinators can manage time schedules, physician workflow and patient tracking to optimize provider
resources and time.

• Clinicians can easily communicate patient status with remote consulting physician.
• Physicians can interweave patient office visits with telemedicine consultations and increase the volume of patients they
can see in a given time period.

Visualization of Patient Flow and Resources
The real-time patient flow display allows you to track
telemedicine patients as they are being moved through
the process from when the arrive until their examination is
completed. This also allows you to manage multiple exams
rooms, various medical specialties and balance in office visits
with telemedicine consults. Visual steps include scheduled,
check in, work up, exam ready, exam live and consult
complete.

Active Workflow Management
ExamFlow is fully customizable to your current procedures
so you can map out your ideal workflow and target times for
each procedure step, then actively monitor your progress and
available resources. Since all the data is being presented to
you in real-time, you can easily make necessary changes “on
the fly” in order to optimize your workflow steps as needed.

Actionable Data Analytics & Insight
All the data passing through the ExamFlow system is
recorded, and automatically measured so it can compute your
performance statistics, and compare day-to-day activities
with the standards set for the clinic. The performance trends
can then be automatically identified based on adjustable key
measures, allowing you to view snapshots of activity that meets
a particular criteria.

Integrates with AGNES Interactive to Share Live Medical Data from
Patient Exam Rooms:
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•

Aggregate medical device data in real-time and seamlessly
shares live medical images and video in real-time from the
clinical site to the remote physician.

•

Enables point-to-point video conferencing and delivers 100%
live access to the patient.
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